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Abstract

A primary peritoneal serous carcinoma (PPSC) usually presents 
as peritoneal dissemination. We report a case of gastric metastasis 
from PPSC mimicking a primary gastric submucosal tumor (SMT). 
A 62-year-old woman presented to our hospital with abundant as-
cites, omental caking, and normal-sized ovaries. Cellblock analysis 
of ascite specimens indicated high-grade serous Müllerian carcino-
ma. Gastrointestinal endoscopy detected a 4-cm SMT, which was 
not gastric cancer, on the gastric antrum. A clinical diagnosis of 
PPSC was rendered. After chemotherapy, the gastric SMT reduced 
in size. Following this, the patient underwent complete resection of 
the residual tumors including gastric SMT. Pathological examina-
tion revealed that the gastric lesion was metastasis from PPSC. The 
assumption that an SMT lesion is a benign primary gastric tumor 
not requiring surgical resection may hinder optimal tumor debulking. 
Therefore, preoperative biopsy should be considered, if the situation 
allows.
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Introduction

A primary peritoneal serous carcinoma (PPSC) is a pelvic 
serous carcinoma (which includes ovarian and tubal serous 
carcinoma) and usually presents as peritoneal dissemination. 
There are no reports of gastric metastasis from PPSC in the 
English literature. Here, we report a case of gastric metastasis 
from PPSC mimicking a primary gastric submucosal tumor 

(SMT). Gynecologists should recognize and identify this unu-
sual pattern of metastasis to achieve complete tumor resection. 
Furthermore, preoperative gastric biopsy should be considered 
to judge the indication for surgical resection.

Case Report

A 62-year-old woman presented at her neighborhood hospi-
tal with complaints of abdominal distension. Transvaginal 
ultrasonography showed that both the ovaries were of nor-
mal size with no observed abnormalities. A contrast-enhanced 
computed tomography (CT) scan showed large amounts of 
ascites and omental caking (Fig. 1A). The patient underwent 
upper gastrointestinal fiberscopy (GF) to investigate the pos-
sibility of primary gastric cancer, the most frequent cause of 
peritoneal dissemination in Japan. A 4-cm submucosal mass 
without ulceration was detected on the posterior wall of the 
lesser curvature of the gastric antrum. The lesion was elastic, 
hard, and covered with an intact mucosa, implying a gastric 
SMT similar to a gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) (Fig. 
1B). The subsequent examinations, including a total colon-
oscopy, revealed no other primary tumors. Cellblock speci-
mens of ascites showed adenocarcinoma cells that were im-
munohistochemically positive for BerEP4, PAX-8, WT-1, and 
p53 (Fig. 2). These findings were consistent with high-grade 
serous Müllerian adenocarcinoma. Thus, a clinical diagno-
sis of PPSC, FIGO stage IIIc, was rendered. PPSC appeared 
life-threatening at the time of diagnosis, so we prioritized sys-
temic chemotherapy for PPSC rather than a gastric biopsy of 
the SMT. The patient received three cycles of a dose-dense 
paclitaxel and carboplatin regimen (carboplatin AUC 6 mg/
mL/min on day 1 and paclitaxel 80 mg/m2 on days 1, 8, and 
15). Two months later, a CT scan revealed a reduction in both 
ascites and the omental tumor, and interval debulking surgery 
for the tumor was performed. Intra-operative findings dem-
onstrated bloody ascites, a thickened greater omentum, and 
disseminated tumors less than 10 mm in the abdominal cav-
ity. The uterus and bilateral adnexae were not affected by the 
tumor (Fig. 3). The gastric submucosal mass became smaller 
(3 cm in diameter) after chemotherapy. Following this, the 
patient underwent a total abdominal hysterectomy with bi-
lateral salpingo-oophorectomy, partial omentectomy, partial 
gastrectomy, and resection for the dissemination. The final 
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pathology of the omental lesion and dissemination was high-
grade serous adenocarcinoma (Fig. 4A). Although there was 
a small amount of adenocarcinoma cells on the right fallo-
pian tube, definite serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma was 
not identified. Furthermore, the residual adenocarcinoma was 
mainly located on the omentum. The gastric lesion showed 
adenocarcinoma closely resembling peritoneal high-grade se-
rous adenocarcinoma. It was covered with intact gastric mu-
cosa and located in the proper muscular layer of the subserosa 
(Fig. 4B). These findings strongly support the final diagnosis 
of PPSC metastasizing to the stomach. The patient was dis-
charged without complications and completed an additional 
three cycles of chemotherapy. She has been doing well for 6 
months without recurrence.

Discussion

We report a case of gastric metastasis from PPSC mimick-
ing an SMT of the stomach. Gastric metastasis of PPSC is 
unusual. Based on the similar clinical and histopathological 
characteristics, PPSC has recently been classified as a pel-
vic high-grade serous adenocarcinoma. This group also com-
prises ovarian and tubal serous adenocarcinoma. There are 
no reports of gastric metastasis from PPSC in the English lit-
erature. Previously reported cases of gastric metastasis from 

pelvic high-grade serous adenocarcinoma are summarized in 
Table 1 [1-14]. Of these 15 cases, only one Japanese case was 
reported as PPSC, excluding the case discussed here [14]. 
However, we cannot dismiss the possibility of more PPSC 
cases because the ovarian size at the initial diagnosis was not 
described in the most cases [1-9, 11-13] and another report 
revealed the size of the ovary was 3 cm on PET/CT [10]. Of 
the 15 cases, three cases were symptomatic and detected at 
the initial diagnosis; the other cases were diagnosed as post-
operative recurrence at the stomach. The present case dem-
onstrated that gastric metastasis of PPSC could be asymp-
tomatic, similar to most primary gastric SMTs at the time of 
first diagnosis.

The mechanism behind gastric metastasis of PPSC re-
mains unclear, although microscopic dissemination seems to 
be a possible explanation for the present case. This case did 
not show lymph node metastasis, hematogenous metastasis, 
or direct invasion to the stomach. However, one of these mi-
croscopic disseminations might grow and develop due to an 
abundant supply of blood from the stomach.

In the diagnostic process of PPSC, gynecologists occa-
sionally need GF to rule out other possible primary malignan-
cies including gastric cancer. When gastroenterologists detect 
an SMT, primary gastric mesenchymal tumors including GIST, 
leiomyoma, and schwannoma are listed at the top of the differ-
ential diagnosis. However, we should consider the possibility 

Figure 1. (A) A contrast-enhanced CT scan, showing large amounts of ascites and omental caking. (B) Upper gastrointestinal 
fiberscope showed a 4-cm submucosal mass without ulceration on the posterior wall of the lesser curvature of the gastric antrum 
(arrowhead). 

Figure 2. Adenocarcinoma cells in the cellblock specimen (H&E). These tumor cells show immunoreactivity for BerEP4, WT-1, 
p53, and PAX-8. 
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of gastric metastasis, which enables us to conduct an adequate 
debulking surgery. At the same time, unnecessary gastrectomy 
for benign SMT should be avoided. Thus, if the situation al-
lows, preoperative gastric biopsy is recommended to judge the 
indication for surgical treatment. Fortunately, a tissue sam-
pling method for gastric SMT has improved recently. Jhala et 
al reported that the diagnostic accuracy for specimens obtained 
is 96% with an endoscopic ultrasound guided fine-needle aspi-
ration biopsy (EUS-FNAB) [15]. For the present case, we pri-
oritized chemotherapy for a life-threatening malignancy and 
the subsequent apparent reduction in size of the gastric SMT 
indicated the possibility of metastatic adenocarcinoma. Thus, 
partial gastrectomy was performed for confirming pathologi-
cal diagnosis, which resulted in optimal surgery. In addition, 
Takigawa et al reported they could perform preoperative EUS-
FNAB and avoid gastrectomy for scar with no residual tumor 
[14].

In conclusion, we reported the case of gastric metas-
tasis from PPSC. We recommend that when a gastric SMT 
is detected on GF during the diagnostic process of PPSC, 
gynecologists should be aware of the possibility of gastric 
metastasis from PPSC as well as a primary gastric mesen-
chymal tumor. If the situation allows, preoperative gastric 
biopsy should be considered to determine an appropriate 
therapeutic strategy.
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Figure 3. Uterus and bilateral adnexae. (A) Anterior view and (B) Pos-
terior view. Both the ovaries (arrow) and the fallopian tubes are mac-
roscopically intact. 

Figure 4. High-grade serous adenocarcinoma (H&E). (A) High-grade serous adenocarcinoma in the omentum. (B) High-power 
view, adenocarcinoma cells show nuclear atypia. Psammoma bodies are also observed (arrow). (C) Gastric metastasis from a 
peritoneal serous adenocarcinoma, covered with intact gastric mucosa (arrow). (D) Adenocarcinoma cells showing similar mor-
phology to those of the omentum. 
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Table 1.  Summary of Reported Cases of PPSC Metastasizing to the Stomach

No. Age (years) Primary site Time of diagnosis Ovarian size Survival at Reported FU Reference
1 55 Ovary 7 years after PDS† NR‡ NED§ [1]
2 42 Ovary 18 years after PDS NR 12 months NED [2]
3 62 Ovary 10 months after PDS NR 6 months DOD¶ [3]
4 48 Ovary 21 years after PDS NR NR [4]
5 65 Ovary 16 years after PDS NR DOD [5]
6 51 Ovary NR 114 × 94 mm NR [6]
7 49 Ovary 4.3 years after PDS NR 18 months NED [7]
8 70 Ovary First diagnosis NR NR [8]
9 61 Ovary 7 months after PDS NR 18 months DOD [9]
10 55 Ovary First diagnosis 3 cm 12 months NED [10]
11 61 Ovary 12 years after PDS NR 5 months NED [11]
12 58 Ovary 3 years after PDS NR NR [12]
13 73 Ovary 7 years after PDS NR 10 months DOD [13]
14 64 Peritoneal carcinoma First diagnosis Normal size 18 months NED [14]
15 62 Peritoneal carcinoma First diagnosis Normal size 6 months NED Present case

†Primary debulking surgery. ‡Not reported. §No evidence of disease. ¶Dead of disease.


